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AIA 2005 Expo to see new star LIVING COLORS FOR GLASS™
Bridgeport, Connecticut 18th May 2005 GlassKote USA will showcase a new product
called DKote™ at the AIA ‘New Product and Technology Centre. DKote, scheduled to
be available in the summer of 2005, is an Australian Technology that allows the transfer
of photo quality images directly to glass, permanently. Through DKote, architects &
designers will be able to transfer corporate logos, image messaging, murals and other
visual elements, limited only by their imagination.
The overall GlassKote process makes its US debut at the AIA 2005 National Convention
and Design Exposition. The proprietary process has been used by GlassKote Australia for
over 25 years with much success. GlassKote is a revolutionary agent that is mixed with
color compounds to create a durable colorfast finish for glass
After exhaustive research GlassKote USA has sourced a local eco friendly base material
that is isocyanate-free; a harmful chemical that is a component of many durable color
treatments in the US. GlassKote is proud of its ‘green’ culture and is committed to
minimizing the environmental impact of the application process.
Some of the benefits offered by GlassKote glass include 10,000 color choices, ease of
cleaning, elimination of grout and mold, heat resistance, consistent coloration and
availability in any size. The cornerstone of the GlassKote process is fast turnaround along
with low cost; delivering any color quickly and efficiently without the need to produce
large run quantities.
GlassKote USA is owned by local entrepreneurs Warren Belkin and Alexsandra Guinan.
The couple is committed to a vision of innovation and standards of excellence in every
aspect of business.
Please visit our website at http://www.glasskoteusa.com .
To schedule an interview with Alexsandra Guinan & Warren Belkin, please call
Alexsandra at 866-66GKOTE (866-664-5683) or email alexsandra@glasskoteusa.com

